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MEMORANDUM FOR: Director
National Security Agency

ATTENTION : Mr. Benson huffiian

SUBJECT : Luilliaa Hamilton Martin and torn on Ferguson 
Mitchellj^/ tty

____ 1. Attached is a cony of a report recently received P | 
concorain* a conversation between 

Canadian proiessor Dr. iians kunov and .'(artin in Moscow. Tae 
attachment outlines the conversation Kunov had with Martin and 
indicates that both. Martin and Mitchell are attempting to leave 
the USSR.

FOR TUB DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS

.<3 -j t ;;-s.rk
George T. Kalaris
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Dr. H;' KUMOV professor, Univer .y of Toronto, visited 
Moscow from Septemoer 1-14, 1975 to undertake research at the USSR. 
Academy of Sciences, under the USSR/Canada General Exchange 
Agreement. The research was carried out at the Acadnrrz of Sn5f>nnps 
Computer Centre, 40 Vavcoha Street. KUNOV*s host v;as

H£nd on whom a separate 
personality sketch is attached.

On September 3 while having a coffee break in the Computer 
Centre KUNOV was’approached by a man who identified himself as 
William MARTIN, an American who defected to the USSR in I960. MARTIN 
openly spoke about his past and stated that he now lives in Moscow 
and that he is a consultant to| Hgroup at the Computer
Centre. He said much of his work is done at home but he does drop 
into the Centre weekly.

It was at this time that MARTIN told KUNOV that he would 
Bee to get out of the USSR even if he has to run certain risks. He 
also said that (Bernon) MITCHELL feels the same and has voiced his 
desire to the Soviet authorities.

MARTIN asked KUNOV if he might enquire with the Canadian 
‘‘authorities on his behalf to see what his status would be in this 
country or if there was any chance of his being allowed in here as 
a political refugee. KUNOV agreed to contact the Canadian Embassy 
in Moscow to see what the official view would be and notify MARTIN 
at a later date. MARTIN seemed most pleased at this and left KUNOV 
his heme telephone number, cautioning him not to say anything over 
?hone that would tip off the Soviet authorities as to his intentions, 
his first meeting lasted a little over one half hour and took place 

in the coffee lounge area of the Centre. There were other Soviets 
present in the lounge, however, [was not among them. KUNOV does
not believe the others were aware or their conversation.

On the 5 September 75 KUNOV called at the Canadian Embassy, 
Moscow and spoke to a doorman asking him who he might speak to 
regarding some Americans living in the USSR who would like to ^^^nirra±^ 
to Canada. The doorman referred KUNOV to the office of a

| KUNOV then spoke to a U/M who stated that he was me 
wider secretary td J KUNOV enquired about the Americans
living in the USSR and asked could they be a'llcwed to immigrate to 
Canada. The Embassy official would not commit himself and stated that 
KUNOV should enquire officially with the nearest office of Manpower 
and Immigration when he returned to Canada. KUNOV did not give this 
Official MARTIN or MITCHELL*s names. KUNOV telephoned MARTIN after 
the Embassy visit and stated that the reply from" the Embassy was 
negative. MARTIN seemed upset that KUNOV should phone him, then he 
later stated that it would probably be all right."

MARTIN met KUNOV on at least two occasions after the
5 September, all at the Centre, usually in the coffee lounge and in 
the general presence of others. They spoke English at all times. 
MARTIN thanked KUNCV for his trouble in enouiring at the Embassy and 
cautioned KUNOV not to get personally involved with him in this 
venture as it would be bad news. KUNOV premised MARTIN that he would
check •with Canadian Manpower and Immigration authorities on the 
matter when he returned to Canada..-r
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The folxjwing observations were na> by KUL’07 

mRTIN:

(a) Physical Description
5'7’ or 3" tall, fair hair, crewcut, balding at the 
temples, pct belxied.
- nay suffer from a nervous condition, and bears the 

nark of a man who has experienced rough times.
- always dressed with a shirt, tie and jacket.
~ spoke perfect English with a slight Russian accent 

on certain words.

(b) KARTIN provided KUKOV with the following home address 
and telephone number, cautioning him that his

• telephone was bugged.
- telephone number - 433-03-31

117421 Obrucheva Street 
Building 4-1 
Apt. 12o 
Moscow, USSR

(c) MARTIN stated that his friend MITCHELL lives in 
Leningrad and is married to the Dean of the Music 
Conservatory in Leningrad. MITCHELL is very unhappy 
and he has openly asked Soviet authorities for 
permission to leave Russia and return to the USA. 
Apparently he has never been able to adjust to the 
Soviet way of life and.is now very desperate. 
MITCHELL is willing to divorce his wife and take any 
risk to get out of the USSR. To date however he has 
been met with a wall of silence by the Soviets.

(d) MARTIN is unmarried. He claims to have a comfortable 
apartment and feels that he has adjusted to the Soviet 
'life and is accepted in the USSR.. He does not want to 
return to the USA but would like to get out of the USSR. 
He said he would have quite a story to tell about his 
life in Russia as ’well as his past and that hevould have 
no compunctions about telling all about the Russians. 
MARTIN at one point stated that he would not consider 
attempting to escape from the USSR. :

(e) MARTIN claims that he is cbnstantly harrassed by Soviet 
officials. His apartment has been broken into on 
several occasions and he refused to use the Soviet mail 

. system. He has also refused to show up for work in the 
past as a form of protest. MARTIN also indicated that 
he has had several contacts with Americans in Moscow, 
and that they have not shown any animosity towards him. 
He actually dated an American woman for some time but 
did not mention her name. .

(f) BARTIK stated that in the past American journalists .
•; . have tried to contact him many times, asking for inter

views but their reouests have been refused by Russian 
authorities. He sa‘id he honed some day that cne of 
these journalists woul'’ just knock on ms

- • door and talk to him.
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I ; ' 1 1 martin
after the first meetings | [does not claim to know MARTIN 
well. MARTIN has beer, at the centre for approximately 6 to 3 
ponthsl I Prior to that he worked as a
consultant in^nother area c. cue Academy of Sciences.

~ HI-ARTIj does rach of his work at home.■
*'.ART IN because he was not accepted by the

Russiansin the Academy. He also stated that he felt ’.ARTIN was 
a basically honest nan.

KUKOV said his motives for trying to assist MARTIN 
andr lOTCHELLa^ huminatarlan grounds, onlyfas he feels
they are suffering under the Soviet system. He does not intend 
to take any further action to assist them in leaving the Soviet 
Union. KUHOV hopes to return to the Soviet Union next year for 
a more extended period of study.
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A number of sources were impressed frank
ness and his willingness to speak out, at social gatherings, 
on current problem areas in the Soviet system. For example 
he discussed dissidents in Soviet society and commented on one 
occasion that present day Soviet society allowed for far greater
freedom of expression than had been allowed previously. He
said that things were being said in Moscow that one would never 
have heard in Stalin's era. Nevertheless, | argued that
a return to "terror tactics" under Soviet rule was always poss
ible. He considered that such tactics were unlikely at this 
time because of the personal philosophy of Premier Leonid BRESHHEV.

is reported to be the son of a scientist and party 
member ana ne niaself is an admitted party member. He is married 
with three children. He is considered to be one of the top ex
perts on his field in the Soviet Union. He mentioned
having/travelled to other Western countries two or three times. 
Bis English is good. He was very friendly towards dur
ing his visit but it was observed that he did not associate with 
three other Soviet research students at the same institution. On 
ona occasion |he was berated quite severely by a Soviet
Vmbassy official for his failure to report periodically, as re
quired, to the Embassy. plater told a source that this Em
bassy- official "could be a dangerous, man to your country".
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SECRET ;

Nr. Georqe Kalarls 
C.I.A.

Dear

Tht RCMP Liaison Office

Washington, D.C

2 December 1975

Rat William Hamilton MARTIN, and 
Bemon Ferguson MITCHELL

Further to your letter of 6 October 1975, we have 
Identified and spoken to the Canadian professor, Dr. bans 
KUMOV, referred to in your letter as Harry KERNOV. The 
attachment outlines the contact between KUNOV and MARTIN 
and MITCliELL. KUNOV has proven co-operative as a source 
on previous occasions and wo believe he will continue to 
assist us within limits.

------------ Also attached is a report on
________ | KUNOV’s host at the USSR Academy ot Sciences 

Computer Center. In addition to any comments you may 
wish to make concerning MARTIN’S a roaches to KUNOV, 
we would welcome an assessment of if available

tained in
Ths F.B.I. has received the information con 
the attachments.

Yours truly

Assistant Liaison Officer

att. (2)

LrrJ-

"Jis £:
:rr
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r Dr. Hans KUNOV professor, University of Toronto, visited
Moscow fran September 1-14, 1975 to undertake research at the USSR. 
Academy of Sciences, tinder the USSR/Canada General Exchange 
Agreement. The research was carried out at the Academy of Sciences 
Computer Centre. 40 Vavcoha Street. \

_ and on whom a separate
personality sketch is attached. •

On September 3 while having a coffee break in the Computer 
Centre KUNC7 was’approached by a man who identified himself as 
William MARTIN, an American who defected, to the USSR in I960. MARTIN 
openly spoke about his past and stated that he now lives in Moscow 
and that he is a consultant to group at the Computer
Centre. He said much of his work is done at home but he does drop 
into the Centre weekly.

It was at this time that MARTIN told KUNOV that he would 
Bee to get out of the USSR even if he has to run certain risks. He 
also said that (Berncn) MITCHELL feels the same and has voiced his 
desire to the Soviet authorities.

MARTIN asked KUNOV if he might enquire with the Canadian 
authorities on his behalf to see what his status would be in this 
country or if there was any chance of- his being allowed in here as 
a political refugee. KUMOV agreed to contact the Canadian Embassy 
in Moscow to see what the official view would be and notify MARTIN 
at a later date. MARTIN seemed most pleased at this and- left KUNOV 
his home telephone number, cautioning him not to say anything over 
phone that would tio off the Soviet authorities as to his intentions. 
This first meeting lasted a little over one half hour and took place 
in the coffee lounge area of the.Centre. There were other Soviets 
present in the lounge, however, was not among them. KUNOV does
not believe the others were aware of their conversation.

On the 5 September 75 KUNOV called at the Canadian Embassy, 
Moscow and spoke to a doorman asking him who he might sneak to 
regarding some Americans living in the USSR who would like to immigrate 
to Canada. The doorman referred KUMOV to the office of a ~

KUNOV then spoke to a U/M who stated that he was the 
under secretary to | | KUNOV enquired about the Americans

'living in the USSR and asked could they be allowed to immigrate to 
Canada. The Embassy official would not commit himself and stated that, 
KUNOV should enquire officially with the nearest office of Manpower 
and Immigration when he returned to Canada. KUNOV did not zive this 

.■ official MARTIN or MITCHELL’S names. KUNOV telephoned MARTIN after 
the Embassy visit and stated that the reply from the Embassy was 
negative. MARTIN seemed upset that KUNOV should phone him, then he 
later stated that it would probably be all right.’

MARTIN met KUNOV on at least two occasions after the
5 September, all at the Centre, usually in the coffee lounge and in 
the general presence of others. They spoke English at all'times. 
MARTIN thanked KUNOV for his trouble in enquiring at the Embassy and 
cautioned KUNOV not to get personally involved with him in this 
venture as it would be bad hews. KUNOV promised MARTIN that he would 
check with Canadian Manpower and Immigration authorities cn the 
matter when he returned to-Oamda.. cow' • '--- -- ------------------- --- —---
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f The following cbsjzvationa wore rado by KUMOV
L--. .. Regarding MARTIN: ,
| (a) Physical Description
; 5’7* or 3" tall, fair hair, crewcut, balding at the •;
| temples, pot bellied. i
i - may suffer from a nervous condition, and bears the

mark of a man who has experienced rough times.
- always dressed with a shirt, tie and jacket.
- spoke perfect English with a slight Russian accent 

on certain words.

| (b) FARTIN provided KUMOV with the following home address
i , and telephone number, cautioning him that his

•I telephone was bugged.
; — telephone number - 433-03-31 ....

J 117421 Obrucheva Street
'. Building 4-1
i • Apt. 12o <
> Moscow, USSR
| (c) MARTIN stated that his friend MITCHELL lives in

Leningrad and is married to the Dean of the Music 
•. Conservatory in Leningrad,. MITCHELL is very unhappy |

and he has openly asked Soviet authorities for 
fermission to leave Russia and return to the USA. !

pparently he has never been able to adjust to the | 
Soviet way of life and is now very desperate. I
MITCHELL.Is willing to divorce his wife and take any : 

- risk to get out of the USSR. To date however ho has t
! been met with a wall of silence by the Soviets. |
। \(d) MART IN is unmarried. He claims to have a comfortable "
! apartment and feels-that he has adjusted.to the Soviet
’ . life and is accepted in the USSR. He does not want to ;

return to the USA but would like to get out of the USSR. ; 
He said he would have quite a story to tell about his 
life in Russia as well as his past and that hevould have

' ’ ,y no compunctions about telling all about the Russians. ;
MARTIN at one point stated that he would not consider . : 
attempting to escape from the USSR. |

(e) MARTIN claims that he is constantly harrassed by Soviet • 
officials. His apartment has been broken into on ‘
several occasions and he refused to use the Soviet mail !

' system. He has also refused to show up for work in the 
past as a form of protest. MARTIN also indicated that 
he has had several" contacts with Americans in Moscow 
and. that they have not shown any animosity towards him. 
He actually dated an American woman for some tine but ; 
did not mention her name. ‘ ’

(f)* MARTIN stated that>in the past American journalists J 
have tried to contact him many times, asking for inter- ; 
views but their requests have been refused by Russian 
authorities. He said he hooed some cay that one of

journalists woulfofes^hT^ to just knock on his . . .
I. door and talk, to him. VtPsWT „ •
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> [ does"not cla in to know MARTIN
at the centre for approximately 6 to 3

months |____ ______ , Prior to that he workedas a
consultant in anot,^r arsa oi L3e Academy of Sciences. I_______ |

| ' IV.?.TIS does much of his work at home. I ~ |
~~ ~ ~ ~ ' ■ 'ARTIN because he was not accepted by the

Russians in the Academy. He also stated that he felt MARTIN was 
a basically honest man.

KUHOV said his motives for trying to assist I-'ARTIN 
and MITCHELL are based on huminatarian grounds, only, as he feels 
they are suffering under the Soviet system. He does not intend 
to take any further action to assist them in leaving the Soviet 
Union. KUNOV hopes to return to the Soviet Union next year for 
a more extended period of study. _ _ -w
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A number of sources were inpressed frank
ness and his..willingness to speak out, at social gatherings, 
oii current problem areas in the Soviet, system; For example 
he’discuased dissidents in Soviet society and commented on one

I occasion that present day Soviet society allowed for far greater 
I freedom of expression than had been allowed previously. He
! said that things were being- said in Moscow one would never
i Save heard in Stalin’s era. Nevertheless,_____  | argued that

a return to "terror tactics" under Soviet rule was always poss- 
’ fble. He considered that such tactics were unlikely at this 

time because of the personal philosophy of Premier LeonidBRESHNEV. 

_______ is reported to be the son of a scientist and party 
member and he himself is an admitted party member. He is married 
with three children. He is considered to be one of the top ex-

; perts on his field f ^e Soviet Union. He mentioned
; having, travelled to other Western countries two or *-*"-"11 ^"es.

His English is good. He was very friendly towards!-------------- 1 dur-
iJigThis visit but it was observed that he did not associate with 
three‘other Soviet research students at the’same institution. On 
one. occasion f , | he was berated quite severely by a Soviet
Embassy official for his Allure to report periodically, as re-

• quired, to the Embassy. I______  later told a source that this Em- 
) b&ssy official “could be a dangerous man to your country".
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Dear Harry,

We have learned that on the evening of 8 September 1975, 
Janes WILKINSON of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow had a conversation 
cf interest with a Canadian Embassy Officer. Wilkinson stated 
that while attending a social function at the Australian Embassy, 
he engaged Canadian Consular Officer Geoffrey FARROW in conver
sation. Farrow advised that he had been recently approached by 
Dr. Harry KERNOV, an Associate Professor of English at the 
University of~Toronto in Canada, regarding American detectors 
Bernon E. MITCHELL and William H. MARTIN. Kernov implied that 
he had hacT'reccnt personal contact wEtK one or both of the 
defectors and recommended that the Canadian government give 
Martin and Mitchell permission to emigrate to Canada.. Farrow 
furnished no further details regarding Kernov’s contact.

During the sane conversation Farrow asked Wilkinson if he 
could supply any basic background material on Mitchell and Martin. 
Wilkinson replied that he would pass Farrow's request on to 
the Consular Section of the Embassy. Subsequently, Farrow was 
given an unclassified article concerning the defectors which 
appeared in the Juno 1961 issue of True magazine.

We would, of course, be Interested in any indications that 
Martin and Mitchell arc attempting to-leave the USSR and would 
be grateful for any information you may be able to provide us 
in regard to the above.

I amusing| | in this instance as this
information has been passed to us informally.

Yours,

.George .T. Kr.hnj

. George T. Kalaris

Mr. Harry
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